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NVE-EP200

The NVE-EP200 door panel for the device is intended for 

installation before entering a housing estate or a  

staircage in a building. Large, readable and integrated 

keyboard with an interface for an intuitive user to choose 

how to use the connection to the location or security of 

the object. Depending on the location of the panel menu 

available on the list, you can choose the block number (to 

enter the building) or change the premises (to enter the 

staircage). LED backlight allows for trouble-free use of the 

panel also at night. Recessed in the walls of the housing 

provides an esthetic appearance, resistance to vandalism 

and IP64 protection, useful for long periods of use.

472,97

NVE-VDB200IN

Power supply input: powered by the NVE-M200WIFI 

monitor; Additional functions: LED, mounting on a 

bracket, mounting on an angular bracket; Dimensions: 

124 x 40 x 25 mm; Lock output: 1 x relay NO / NC (3 A / 

30 V DC); Sensor: Color camera 700 TVL;

53,15



NVE-M200LITE

Display: LCD TFT; Resolution: 1024 x 600 px; Diagonal: 

7"; PoE: 48 V DC (standard PoE); Additional functions: 

alarm functions, SD card slot, volume control, monitoring 

of the view from cameras, intercom calls, text messages, 

voice mail, photos and video recording; Power 

consumption: 300mA; Dimensions: 210 x 140 x 20 mm

134,23

NVE-M200WIFI

Display: LCD TFT; Resolution: 1024 x 600 px; Diagonal: 

7"; PoE: 48 V DC (standard PoE); Additional functions: 

alarm functions, additional door panel, SD card slot, 

volume control, monitoring of the view from cameras, 

intercom calls, text messages, voice mail, photos and 

video recording, mobile application via WIFI; Power 

consumption: 300mA; Dimensions: 210 x 140 x 20 mm

211,71



NVE-GM200

The NVE-GM200 guard monitor is an elegant and 

aesthetically made device designed for installation in a 

building's security room or housing estate. The large color 

screen and intuitive menu allows quick and convenient 

use of its functions. In addition to the basic functions 

(camera image display, door opening), the on-screen 

menu also allows you to view and delete messages and 

photos. The device's basic memory allows you to save up 

to 100 photos. Built-in speaker and microphone facilitate 

operation and communication with the guest or a selected 

apartment. Communication with the selected abonent is 

also possible by receiving and sending text messages 

entered from the keyboard displayed on the screen.

472,97

NVE-MBRK

The NVE-MBRK bracket is designed for mounting a user 

monitor with the use of a Ø60 flush-mounted one-gang 

box. The one-gang box provides space for the RJ45 

connector of the user monitor. The bracket allows to 

install the user monitor without the requirement to drill 

additional holes for mounting screws.

3,16



NVE-EPCOV-SUR

Housing for surface mounting with a rainshield, with oil 

painting aluminium alloy material. Intended for NVE-

EP200 entrance panel.

78,38

NVE-EPCOV-FLUSH

Frame for flush mounting with rainshield, with oil painting 

aluminium alloy material. Intended for NVE-EP200 

entrance panel.

44,14

NVE-SW200-7

The NVE-SW200-7P switch is a device intended for 

communication of other NVE system devices, i.e. input 

panels with monitors. Seven ports allow you to connect 

and power with sPoE 18VDC a group of devices and an 

additional UP-LINK port allows you to connect another 

switch if needed.

53,15



NVE-PS200

The NVE-PS200 power supply is a device designed to 

power the other components of the NVE series system 

through the sPOE switches - NVE-SW200-7P. The impulse 

converter guarantees economical operation of the device. 

Convenient DIN rail mounting allows quick installation in 

one housing with switch NVE-SW200-7P. Several types of 

security guarantee safe operation.

45,95


